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Note on the Electric Splitting of Drift Shells 
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The deviation of a particle from its dipole magnetic drift shell in the presence of an electric field is 
reexamined. Previously published solutions are generalized to include the contribution of the corotation 
electric field and are extended to the case of strong drift shell splitting. Some limiting values of orbital 
asymmetry are obtained from an approximate form of the high-energy Alfv•n layer. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a magnetospheric convection electric field, particles of 
different pitch angles drifting adiabatically do not remain on 
the same magnetic shell as they move around the earth. 
Roedeter and Schulz [1971], Schulz [1972], and Stern [1971] 
have termed this electric shell splitting. In this note we show 
that the previous results can be obtained from a different and 
simpler approach which relates the asymmetry of particle or- 
bits to the bounce-averaged drift velocity of the particles. This 
formulation emphasizes the physical statement that an im- 
posed electric field is most eft•ctive in perturbing the motion of 
particles which drift most slowly through it. By use of a well- 
known fit to the drift velocity the coupled differential equa- 
tions [Schulz, 1972; Stern, 1971 ] are solved to give quantitative 
(approximate) expressions for the dependence of drift orbits 
on particle pitch angle. In the first section we rederive the 
'weak shell splitting' solution of Schulz [1972], and we in- 
troduce an alternative definition of weak shell splitting iri 
which the corotation drift velocity need not be small with 
respect to the azimuthal magnetic drift velocity. The result that 
we obtain for this case is implicit in previous work [Schulz, 
1972; Stern, 1971]. In the remaining sections we obtain ap- 
proximate but explicit solutions for the asymmetry of drift 
shells in the 'strong shell splitting' case, i.e., for the case in 
which the cross-magnetosphere potential drop is not small 
with respect to the particle kinetic energy, and we discuss the 
limits on maximum drift shell asymmetry. The treatment here 
is nonrelativistic, though relativistic generalizations are in- 
dicated, and we confine our attention to a dipole magnetic 
field model. 

SMALL AMPLITUDE DRIFT SHELL SPLITTING 

In any axisymmetric magnetic field a coordinate L may be 
defined which labels magnetic shells, and in particular, we can 
choose L to be the radial distance from the symmetry axis to 
the equatorial point of a field line. In this paper, L is measured 
in units of earth radii Rs. As a particle moves across L shells 
adiabatically, that is, donserving its magnetic moment u and its 
second adiabatic invariant J, its Change in energy W with 
change in position is given by 

0•_LW -- , 2 = qwaB•R• L (1) 
•,J 

where Beq is the magnetic field strength at the equatorial point 
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of the field line and &a is the bounce average of the magnetic 
longitudinal angular drift velocity. A proof of (1) can be found 
in a paper by Northrop and Teller [1960] and is also given by 
Kiveison and Southwood [1975b]. Related forms can be found 
in papers by Dungey [1966], Southwood et ai. [1969], and 
Southwood [1972]. In particular, substituting the approximate 
expression of Hamlin et ai. [1961] for &a in a dipole field gives 

--(2.1 q- 0 9 sin aeq) W ' L 
(2) 

To see the power of this approximation in shell splitting 
analysis, consider a particle drifting from midnight under the 
influence of a cross-tail uniform convection field E. Its change 
in energy is given by 

W- W• = -qELRe sin ½ (3) 

where 4 is longitude measured eastward from midnight and 
subscript M indicates midnight. From (1), if the change in 
energy is small, we have the change in L given by 

OL 

L-- L•u -- OW ( W -- W•u) (4) 

Esin qb 
L- L•u ..... (5) 

Beq&dR• 

or using (2), we have 

qE sin qb LfRe(2 1 q- 0.9 sin ae•) -• (6) L-- L•u = ß 
W 

where E is measured in kV/Rs, W in keV, and L in R•. That 
the shell splitting given in (5) is the same as Schulz's [1972] 
equation (10), which is also evaluated for lfLI/L << 1 in the 
nonrelativistic limit, is seen from the following argument. The 
necessfiry derivative can be expressed as 

OL 

ow 

oJ #,Wi -1 (7) 

By direct differentiation of 

J= fdsp, = fds(2mW-- •B) •/2 
where p, is parallel momentum and m is mass, we obtain 
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oJ 

oI, v •.L 
= --= r• (8) 

where rb is the bounce period. For a dipole field, using 

a(ds)/ a L = ds/L 

we qbtain 

OJ 

OL 3 w - (9) 

(correction to the form given by Dungey [1966]). From (4) and 
(7)-(9) it Follows that 

qEL2RE sin • 
3 W -- J/(2rb) 

Noting that Schulz [1972] defines Y and T by 

J = 2mvLY(sin aeq) rb = 4Lv-lT(sin 

we obtain the form of Schulz's equation: 

bL = 2qEL2Rs sin 4 W-1(6 - Y/T) -1 (10) 

A simple physical interpretation of drift shell splitting follows 
from the form given in (5). The size of the effect is inversely 
proportional to the magnetic drift speed simply because the 
faster a particle moves across the night side the less time the 
convection field has to move the particle inward. Similarly, the 
faster a particle moves round the day side the less time there is 
for the convection field to move the particle sunward. In a 
purely dipolar magnetic field the orbits are therefore most 
asymmetric at small pitch angles where &d is smallest (see 
equation (6)). On the other hand, in a 'taillike' but still 
cylindrically symmetrical field, which may more appropriately 
describe the magnetic field of Jupiter beyond 20 Rj (see paper 
by Opp [1974] and the papers following his), the large cur- 
vature of the field lines could produce angular drift velocities 
which decrease with increasing pitch angles near 90 ø . The cor- 
responding asymmetry would be larger for 90 ø pitch angle par- 
ticles than for particles mirroring off the equator. 

The simple approach above can be extended to include the 
,effect of corotation electric fields. Equation (3), again in the 
small amplitude limit, is simply modified to 

W- Wu = -qER•L sin 4 - q&cBoqR•2L(L - LM) (11) 

where &c = 2•r/24 (hour) -• and the corotation potential is 
.-:-&•BeqL•RE •, and substituting this into equation (4), we find 

--E sin qb (12) L -- L• = BeqRE(&a -1 t- 
Since &a is positive for electrons and negative for protons, co- 
rotation enhances proton penetration of the dipole field (see, 
e.g., Chen [1970]). 

Equation (12) may be rewritten 

qE sin ckL•'R• 
L -- L• -- (2.1 -f 0.9 sin aeq) W -- (q/Iql)(90/L) (13) 
for terrestrial dipole field parameters, and W and qERe are 
measured in keV. 

The expression for shell splitting given in (12) is implicit in 
equation (9a) of Schulz [1972] (though a factor L is missing in 
the second term of the denominator of that expression), 
However, Schulz used the limit W >> potential energy (from 
which it follows that I&al >> &,) to define weak shell splitting. 

Equations (12) and (13) follow from the alternative assump- 
tion I AWl << W, which implies only that >> [lz - 
L•,I/L]&. Consequently, corotation terms which are not in- 
cluded in Schulz's limiting expression appear in the 
denominators of equations (12) and (13). 

STRONG DRIFT SHELL SPLITTING 

Southwood and Kivelson [1975] have shown that the L 
dependence of equatorial pitch angle consistent with the 
Hamlin et al. [1961] approximate drift velocity is 

sin a•q(L) = sin a•qo 11 - (1 - sin aeqo)[1 - (L/Lo)ø"*]} -• 
(14) 

where sin c•qo is the initial pitch angle at L = Lo. From (14) it 
can be shown that the pitch angle dependent coefficient in (2) 
changes by less than 3% for L/Lo > 0.5. If this small variation 
is ignored, (2) gives an approximate relation between W and L 

Wo • 2.1 -f 0.9 sin a• (15) 
The simple analytic representation (15) of the pitch angle 

dependence of the energy gained in inward motion can be used 
to obtain an approximate solution for electric field shell split- 
ting when changes in W are not small with respect to W. For 
particles sufficiently energetic that corotation can be ignored, 
the solution is most direct. A particle of energy W at any L and 
longitude ½ can be traced back to the point at which it crossed 
the midnight meridian where its energy Wu is found from (3). 
From (15) the L value at midnight is seen to be 

L•t = L(I+ qER•L sin C/W) -(•/v• (16) 

Note that the first-order term in an expansion of (16) is iden- 
tical with the form previously obtained in (6), and again, the 
changes in L are greatest for particles at small pitch angles. 
The variation of particle energy around the drift orbit must be 
found from (3). 

LIMITS ON THE ASYMMETRY OF DRIFT ORBITS 

The deviation from a magnetic drift shell of the orbit of a 
trapped particle in a magnetospheric convection field is largest 
for particles on an Alfvfin layer, that is, on the boundary 
between orbits closed to drift around the earth and orbits open 
to the magnetopause [Alfo•n and Fiilthammar, 1963; Wolf, 
1970; Chen, 1970]. Consequently, the properties of Alfv6n 
layers provide upper limits on the trapped particle drift shell 
splitting and at the same time delimit the inward penetration 
of energetic particles injected from the tail by a steady convec- 
tion field [e.g., Kivelson and Southwood, 1975a, b]. 

An Alfv6n layer is defined for a particle of magnetic moment 
# as a flow line on which there is a stagnation point where 
electric field drifts and magnetic drifts exactly balance. For 
particles whose energy is large with respect to their potential 
energy in the corotation electric field (-•90/L keV) the stagna- 
tion point on the dawn meridian for protons and on the dusk 
meridian for electrons is found from the approximation (15) to 
lie at 

L, = •, W,/I ql ERs (17) 

where W, is the energy at the stagnation point [Kivelson and 
Southwood, 1975b]. The equation for the Alfvbn layer is ob- 
tained from (16) as 

L-v(1 + qEReL sin •/W) - L,-v(1 + IqlEReL,/W•) (18) 

Equations (15) and (17) can be used to express this in the sim- 
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Fig. 1. Plot of Y0(½) = L(½)/L•, as defined by (19), versus ½ for 
electrons. 

pie form 

(q/Iql)'y sin 4•y0 *+• - (,y + 1)y0 * + 1 = 0 (19) 

where Y0 - L(ck)/Ls. For 'y - 3, (19) is the equation for the 
Alfv6n layer of equatorial particles originally given by Alfv6n 
[Alfv•n and Fiilthammar, 1963]. Solutions of (19) provide es- 
timates of the maximum asymmetry of drift orbits. A plot of 
the solution y0(½) for electrons is given in Figure 1. The cor- 
responding results for energetic protons are obtained if ½, - 
-½e. In Table 1 we give some values for the maximum drift 
shell asymmetry for energetic particles of 0 ø and 90 ø pitch 
angles. We define L•, Ls, and L• as the equatorial distances to 
the drift shell at midnight, dusk, and dawn, respectively, for 
electrons. For protons the local times of L• and L• are in- 
terchanged. These entries indicate that when corotation can be 
neglected, the electron drift orbits near dawn (or for protons 
near dusk) even of particles on the Alfv•n layer are quite insen- 
sitive to equatorial pitch angle; i.e., the drift shell splitting is 
small. On the other hand, both the asymmetry of drift orbits 
and the dependence of the asymmetry on equatorial pitch 
angle become large in the direction of the stagnation point. On 
this side of the earth the particle energy is lowest, and convec- 
tion is naturally more important. One should note that the 
fractional change of electron energy on an Alfv6n layer 
between midnight and dawn is of the order of 30% for 
2_<'y_< 3. 

SUMMARY 

From the simple but useful expression given as (1) the 
problem of electric field drift shell splitting has been solved 
with minimum mathematical complexity in a manner which 
emphasizes the underlying physical process. The effect of co- 
rotation fields on weak drift shell splitting (equations (12) and 
(13)) has not been noted previously, and the approximate solu- 
tions for strong drift shell splitting (equations (15) and (16)) 
are also new. Upper limits to drift shell asymmetry have been 
obtained from considerations of the Alfv•n layer. 

APPENDIX: RELATIVISTIC GENERALIZATIONS 

In the relativistic limit, (1) remains valid, but the bounce- 
averaged drift velocity must be evaluated in the high-energy 
limit. For a dipole field, (&a)rel evaluated by Lew [ 1961 ] has the 
form 

TABLE 1. Parameters of the Electron Alfv6n Layer in High-Energy 
Limit 

(L• - L.)/ (Ls- L•)/ 
7 a• L• L• 

3 90 ø 0.11 0.59 
2 0 ø 0.12 0.75 

2 moc 2 + W 
2(m0c 2 + W) 

where (&a)no•rel is expressed in terms of W, the pitch angle 
dependence being the same as that in the nonrelativistic case. 
Consequently, (14) for sin a•q(L) is unchanged for relativistic 
particles. On the other hand, the approximate form of W(L) 
given in (15) becomes in the relativistic case 

W(2moc2 + W). (L) -'• Wo(2 moc 2 + Wo) - •oo (A1) 

('y = 2.1 + 0.9 sin aeq). It is worth noting that in the limit W 
>> moc a, the energy change is given by W/Wo = (L/Lo)-*/•'; 
i.e., the fractional gain in energy for extremely energetic parti- 
cles is less than that for nonrelativistic particles as they convect 
inward. From (A1) and (3) (unchanged for relativistic 
energies) the drift shell splitting follows, with the generaliza- 
tion of (16) simply 

[ møc)qER•Lsinck] -(•/'r) Lv• = L 1 + 2(W+ • W(2moc • + W) (A2) 
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